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Whereas, Administrative turnover in the University of Montana’s (UM) Cabinet has been exceptionally high in recent years;

Whereas, The loss of another UM Cabinet member would have detrimental effects to both the public image and functional capacity of University at large;

Whereas, Over 100 people are killed by trees every year in the U.S.;

Whereas, Trees, and the climbing of trees, pose a legitimate threat to administrators.

Therefore, Let It Be Resolved, That the Associated Students of the University of Montana (ASUM) strongly discourage those with admired leadership positions to stay out of trees, and other potentially dangerous environments involving heights;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, That in the event of an emergency tree climbing session, the Missoula Fire Department will attend in supervision to prevent said administrators from becoming stuck and/or injured;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, That this resolution be forwarded to Seth Bodnar, University of Montana President.

Passed by Committee: __________________________ , 2018

Passed by ASUM Senate: __________________________ , 2018

________________________________________________________
Connor Fitzpatrick, Brenna Love,
Relations and Affairs Chair Chair of the Senate